Horoscope
By: Astrologer Pt. Ashok K. Tewari

Zodiac for the month – Aries: Mar 20th - Apr 19th

Ruled by Mars - Gemstone: Red Coral Lucky Day: Tuesday Lucky Number: 9

Divine astrology indicates that you tend to ponder about the slow growth in income, and that you have been harboring negative
thoughts about your career, but wait for a few weeks. As soon as your planetary positions change to form new combinations you
shall once again be your energetic self. Soon, you will rediscover the high energy which you Arians are known for.
Taurus: Apr 20th - May 20th
Ruled by Venus
Gemstone: Diamond
Lucky Day: Friday
Lucky Number: 6

Two trends are emerging as per astrological
calculations. You may want to give yourself
a break and plan to travel to a distance place.
Another reason for your wanting to break
and travel is that you are finding your pocket
getting heavier and loaded with cash which
is a result of your hard work in the last two
months. For investors, it is time to book
some profits. Your spouse has been patient
and is keenly waiting to have your time, attention and care, do not deny this to him.

complishments. Transformation is taking
place and new opportunities are arising.
Virgo: Aug 23rd - Sep 22nd
Ruled by Mercury
Gemstone: Emerald
Lucky Day: Wednesday
Lucky Number: 5

There is a beautiful and divine support for
you this month. An elderly person is more
than a friend, philosopher and guide when
you feel low or when you have extra responsibilities at work. You have an inner clarity
that manifests itself in professional ventures.
On the financial front, business owners or
self-employed professionals should be ready
for a period of fluctuations.

push you to go higher and higher in whatever
you do. Lookout for developments and enjoy
some soft and sensitive exchanges. This
month you can earn you money through your
own efforts and get satisfaction by implementing few ideas or taking additional responsibilities. Travels will largely be enjoyable and productive.
Capricorn: Dec 22nd - Jan 19th
Ruled by Saturn and Uranus
Gemstone: Blue Sapphire
Lucky Day: Saturday
Lucky Number: 8

A balance between your professional demands and your growing enthusiasm for
family life may be a glorious phase stats.
Gemini: May 21st - Jun 20th
rd
nd
Family pleasures are profound, liberating
Libra: Sep 23 -Oct 22
Ruled by Mercury
and joyously celebratory. Excellent achieveRuled by Venus
Gemstone: Emerald
ments and gains are foretold. To take risk for
Gemstone: Diamond
Lucky Day: Wednesday
common family property or fund is not adLucky Day: Friday
Lucky Number: 5
Lucky Number: 6
visable. Matter connected with travel, money
You are likely to get good advice that will
This month a few changes and shifts are seen and partnership will stabilize further.
accelerate your chosen path towards success. for the Librans. Your romantic life with the
Aquarius: Jan 20th - Feb 18th
The favorable things happening to you are
spouse swings like a pendulum. This will
Ruled by Jupiter & Neptune
going to be higher in number and intensity
also involve some expenditure. It is advised Gemstone: Yellow Sapphire
than the unfavorable ones. Social and family to consciously maintain good relations with
Lucky Day: Thursday
status will be very enviable and career is
your brother and friends to avoid unwanted
Lucky Number: 3
expected to be in a power phase while
Your rapid move forward, every time you
situations. The unchanged trends from the
money matters will be quite positive.
get caught up with some hurdles which are
last few months will help now.
Cancer: Jun 21st - Jul 22nd
slowing down your progress. Now is the
Scorpio: Oct 23rd-Nov 21st
Ruled by the Moon
time when you sort out the help of your inner
Ruled by Mars & Pluto
Gemstone: Pearl
guidance. Romance and pleasure will show
Gemstone: Red Coral
Lucky Day: Monday
their promise this month. You will continue
Lucky Day: Tuesday
Lucky Number: 2
Lucky number: 9
to face challenges in your day to day life but
You will be in a position to make your views You should draw more strength from higher
you are far from the fears or worries. Soon
clear, gently but firmly, thereby achieving
powers that are always around to help and
the wheel or progress will set up itself.
your goal. You will benefit from a legal deci- guide. Spirituality and faith are playing an
sion. Alternatively, a financial problem will important role in your life. You are getting
Pisces: Feb 19th – Mar 19th
Ruled
by Jupiter & Neptune
require a legal decision before it can be reright flashes in your mind; therefore, you are Gemstone: Yellow Sapphire
solved. There are indications that an imporbrilliant at almost every area in your life.
Lucky Day: Thursday
tant person or a legal advisor will have some Ancestral property matters will proceed
Lucky Number: 3
positive influence over developments.
smoothly. Surprise income, in the form of
Combination of the planets formed at this
Leo: July 23rd-Aug 22nd
unexpected dividends from shares might
time will ensure that you will overcome all
Ruled by The Sun
prove most helpful. Speculations are not
possible obstacles this month. You may want
Gemstone: Ruby
recommended.
to shrink your domestic responsibilities. The
Lucky Day: Sunday
mid-month could be tricky, but it will be
Sagittarius: Nov 22nd-Dec 21st
Lucky number: 1
exiting, sprinkled with surprises and unexRuled
by
Jupiter
As you become receptive to new ideas and
Gemstone:
Yellow
Sapphire
pected guests and unanticipated new assignopen up to the positive energies around you,
Lucky Day: Thursday
ments. Respond to the professional opportuyour priorities will shift dramatically and
Lucky Number: 3
nities which may be available this month.
you may not have to work as hard, rather the You will be presented with many good opwork will become an enjoyable activity.
portunities for expansion and growth in your Pt. Ashok K. Tewari
Your new commitment to self has given you carrier. You will be faced with inner urges
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